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Coherent transition radiation (CTR) in the THz regime is an important diagnostic tool for analyzing the

temporal structure of the ultrashort electron bunches needed in ultraviolet and x-ray free-electron lasers. It

is also a powerful source of such radiation, covering an exceptionally broad frequency range from about

200 GHz to 100 THz. At the soft x-ray free-electron laser FLASH we have installed a beam transport

channel for transition radiation (TR) with the intention to guide a large fraction of the radiation to a

laboratory outside the accelerator tunnel. The radiation is produced on a screen inside the ultrahigh

vacuum beam pipe of the linac, coupled out through a diamond window and transported to the laboratory

through an evacuated tube equipped with five focusing and four plane mirrors. The design of the beamline

has been based on a thorough analysis of the generation of TR on metallic screens of limited size. The

optical propagation of the radiation has been computed taking into account the effects of near-field

(Fresnel) diffraction. The theoretical description of the TR source is presented in the first part of the paper,

while the design principles and the technical layout of the beamline are described in the second part. First

experimental results demonstrate that the CTR beamline covers the specified frequency range and

preserves the narrow time structure of CTR pulses emitted by short electron bunches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we describe a coherent transition radiation
beamline that has been installed in the straight section
between the superconducting linac and the undulator mag-
net system of the free-electron laser (FEL) facility FLASH.
In the following we call it the coherent transition radiation
(CTR) beamline. It has been specifically designed to accept
a very large bandwidth ranging from about 200 GHz up to
optical frequencies. While the main task of the CTR beam-
line is high-resolution longitudinal electron bunch diag-
nostics, it may equally well serve as a powerful and
broadband source of THz radiation for experiments that
can be performed in a laboratory outside the accelerator
tunnel, providing pulse energies of more than 10 �J in a
frequency band from 200 GHz to about 100 THz.

For almost two decades, coherent transition radiation in
the far-infrared regime has been established as a tool for
longitudinal electron beam diagnostics. The first observa-
tion of CTR was reported in the early 1990s [1,2]. A
particularly interesting application was the reconstruction
of a longitudinally asymmetric electron bunch shape by
measuring the far-infrared CTR spectrum with a polarizing
Michelson spectrometer and determining the phase of the
bunch form factor with the help of the Kramers-Kronig
dispersion relation [3]. The use of far-infrared CTR for
longitudinal bunch shape analysis was investigated in
[4,5].

In case of forward transition radiation (TR) the so-called
formation length Lf, i.e., the length needed to separate the

self-field of the electron from the emitted electromagnetic

wave, plays an important role. It can be defined as the
length in which the radiated wave advances by one wave-
length � with respect to the electron [6]. For radiation
observed at an angle � with respect to the electron direc-
tion, one gets

Lf ¼ �

1� � cos�
� 2�2�

1þ �2�2
; (1)

where � ¼ v=c is the scaled particle velocity and � ¼
1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �2

p
the Lorentz factor. For typical emission angles

� � 1=� the formation length is Lf � �2� and thus many

orders of magnitude larger than the wavelength. Within the
formation length, forward TR is partially suppressed [4].
The situation is quite different for TR in the backward

hemisphere. Here the formation length is Lf � �=2 and

thus very short because electron and radiation move in
opposite directions. Our CTR beamline utilizes radiation
in the backward hemisphere; therefore the formation
length is of no importance. The same applies to the ma-
jority of CTR-based longitudinal beam diagnostics experi-
ments, see e.g. [3,7–13].
The main goal in designing and constructing a CTR

beamline was to facilitate longitudinal bunch diagnostics
using detectors outside the accelerator tunnel of FLASH
since the access to the linear accelerator is extremely
limited during the extended periods of FEL user operation.
A second goal was to provide a broadband source of
intense THz radiation for the development of new detec-
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tion schemes and spectroscopic methods as well as for
dedicated THz experiments.

More than 20 beamlines have been built in accelerators
worldwide to extract infrared (IR), respectively terahertz
radiation, for user operation [14]. The traditional source of
the IR beamlines is synchrotron radiation from a bending
magnet [15–17]. Interest in increasing infrared output has
led to the use of edge radiation [18–23] and undulator
radiation [24,25].

Narrowband THz sources can be realized using FEL
technology. At the infrared FEL FELIX [26], the frequency
can be varied between 1.2 and 100 THz and the pulse
energy is in the range 1–50 �J. A recent narrowband
source is the infrared undulator beamline at FLASH [25]
which can be tuned from 1.5 to 300 THz with pulse
energies between 7 and 20 �J.

Broadband THz sources are often based on coherent
synchrotron radiation (CSR) by short electron bunches
passing a bending magnet. The frequency range covered
by CSR in storage rings (BESSY, ALS, NSLS, ANKA,
CLS, MAX-I, ELETTRA, New SUBARU) goes up to 1–
2 THz. Steady-state CSR has been achieved at BESSY [27]
and ANKA [28]. The most powerful broadband THz
source is the energy recovery linac at Jefferson
Laboratory with pulse energies up to 300 �J and frequen-
cies up to 2 THz [29]. We will demonstrate that the CTR
beamline at FLASH has the unique feature of extending the
range to far higher frequencies, owing to the extreme
shortness and substructure of the compressed electron
bunches and the broadband transmission characteristics
of the beam transport system.

Transition radiation (TR) is emitted when a relativistic
charged particle crosses the boundary between two media
of different dielectric properties. For a planar boundary of
infinite extent, the well-known Ginzburg-Frank (GF) for-
mula holds which, however, is not applicable in many
practical cases because two basic conditions of the analytic
derivation are often not fulfilled: the radiation screens used
in an accelerator are of limited size, and the radiation is
usually observed in the near-field and not in the far-field
diffraction regime. Following [30,31], we apply the
Weizsäcker-Williams method of virtual quanta for comput-
ing backward TR from a finite metallic screen. We will
prove that perfect agreement with the GF equation is
obtained if the screen size tends to infinity. Moreover, we
will show how the virtual-quanta method can be used to
compute TR emitted from a screen of arbitrary size and
shape and observed at any distance from the source. Hence,
the method is well suited for realistic experimental setups.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the theoretical description of the transition radiation
source. The Ginzburg-Frank formula is generalized to the
case of a radiation screen of finite size. The corrections due
to near-field diffraction effects are studied. The results
obtained in Sec. II are the basis for the design and practical

realization of the CTR beamline at FLASH which is de-
scribed in Sec. III. First measurements with the CTR
beamline are reported in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
TRANSITION RADIATION SOURCE

A. Ginzburg-Frank formula

The standard theory of transition radiation can be found
in [32]. The Maxwell equations are solved for a relativistic
electron approaching a planar boundary between two me-
dia of different dielectric constants. The electromagnetic
field carried by the particle changes when going from one
medium to the other. To satisfy the boundary conditions for
the electric and magnetic field vectors one has to add two
radiation fields, propagating in the forward, respectively
the backward, direction. The spectral and spatial radiation
energy of backward TR, emitted by an electron hitting an
infinite metallic screen of perfect reflectivity, is given by
the Ginzburg-Frank (GF) formula which reads in SI units

d2UGF

d!d�
¼ e2

4�3"0c

�2sin2�

ð1� �2cos2�Þ2 ; (2)

where � is the angle measured against the backward direc-
tion. This formula holds for normal incidence and is valid
in the far field only. A characteristic feature is the vanish-
ing intensity in the exact backward direction at � ¼ 0
which is caused by destructive interference due to the
radial polarization of the radiation. The angular distribu-
tion has its maximum at the angle �max ’ 1=�.
For an infinite screen, the spectral TR energy (2) does

not depend on the angular frequency!, provided one stays
well below the plasma frequency of the metal. In Sec. II C
we will show that for a finite TR screen the radiation
energy acquires an ! dependence.

B. Weizsäcker-Williams method of virtual quanta

The boundary-condition method can be generalized to
describe the radiation from screens of other shapes, e.g., a
circular disk, a circular hole in an infinite plane, or a semi-
infinite half plane [33,34]. This will not be discussed here
because the mathematical effort is considerable and the
results apply only for far-field diffraction. Radiation from a
screen of arbitrary shape cannot be calculated analytically.
An alternative approach to compute the radiation by a
relativistic charged particle at the transition from vacuum
to a metal is based on the Weizsäcker-Williams method of
virtual quanta, see e.g. [6,35]. The assumption is made that
the virtual photons, constituting the self-field of the parti-
cle, are converted into real photons by reflection at the
metallic interface. Effectively this means that the Fourier
components of the transverse electric field of the electron
are reflected at the metal surface. Then the Huygens-
Fresnel principle is applied to compute the outgoing elec-
tromagnetic wave. An important prerequisite is the fact
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that the electromagnetic field of a highly relativistic elec-
tron is concentrated in a flat disk perpendicular to the
direction of motion and is thus essentially transverse. An
equivalent approach to compute TR [36] is based on the
observation that the transient azimuthal magnetic field of
the relativistic electron induces time-dependent radial cur-
rents in the metallic screen which are then the source of the
emitted radiation field.

C. Generalization of the Ginzburg-Frank formula

In this section we apply the virtual-quanta method to
compute backward TR from a finite screen. For the special
case of a circular disk hit by a particle in its center at
normal incidence the computation can be done analyti-
cally. We will follow the treatment of Ref. [31], and
demonstrate that the GF formula results if the disk radius
tends to infinity and the radiation is observed at a large
distance from the source. For screens of other shapes, the
Fourier transformmethod outlined in Ref. [37] is adequate.

1. Computation of field on observation screen

We take a metallic disk of radius a as our TR source and
use cylindrical coordinates ð�;�; zÞ. The longitudinal po-
sition of the disk is z ¼ 0. The observation screen is placed
at a distance D � a from the TR source. The Fourier
component ~Er of the radial electric field of the incident
electron is given by

~E rð�;!Þ ¼ �e!

ð2�Þ3=2"0�2�c2
K1

�
!�

��c

�
; (3)

where K1 is the modified Bessel function [compare
Eq. (13.80) in Jackson [35] ]. Because of the cylindrical
symmetry, the field on the observation screen will be radial
as well. Without loss of generality we can therefore choose
our target point to be located on the x axis of the observa-
tion screen: P ¼ ðx; y ¼ 0; z ¼ DÞ. The geometry is
sketched in Fig. 1. The electric field at P will then have
an x component only. A small area element at an arbitrary

pointQ ¼ ð�;�; 0Þ of the TR source screen at z ¼ 0 yields
the following contribution to the horizontal field compo-
nent at P:

d ~ExðP;!Þ ¼ � ik

2�
~Erð�;!Þ cos� expðikR0Þ

R0 �d�d�;

where R0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ ðx� � cos�Þ2 þ ð� sin�Þ2p

is the dis-
tance between Q and P and k ¼ !=c. The electric field at
P is given by integration over the TR source

~E xðP;!Þ ¼ � ik

2�

Z a

0

Z 2�

0

~Erð�;!Þ

� cos�
expðikR0Þ

R0 d��d�: (4)

The square root is expanded up to second order in �:

R0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ ðx� � cos�Þ2 þ ð� sin�Þ2

q

� R� x� cos�

R
þ �2

2R
(5)

with R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ x2

p
. The second term in (5) is responsible

for far-field (Fraunhofer) diffraction while the third term
accounts for the near-field effects (Fresnel diffraction).
We consider first the far-field case and neglect the term

�2=ð2RÞ. The distance R0 ¼ QP in the denominator of the
integrand of Eq. (4) can be replaced by the distance R
between the center of the TR screen and the observation
point P; hence,

expðikR0Þ
R0 � expðikRÞ

R
expð�ik� sin� cos�Þ; (6)

where the angle � is defined by sin� ¼ x=R.
Using Eqs. (3) and (4), the field at the observation point

P ¼ ðx; 0; DÞ is written as

~ExðP;!Þ¼ iek2

ð2�Þ5=2"0�2�c

expðikRÞ
R

�
Z a

0

�Z 2�

0
K1

�
k�

��

�
cos�e�ik�sin�cos�d�

�
�d�:

The integration over the azimuthal angle yields the Bessel
function J1Z 2�

0
e�ik� sin� cos� cos�d� ¼ �2�iJ1ðk� sin�Þ:

The remaining integration over the radius � can be carried
out analytically. Making the replacement k ¼ !=c, one
gets

Z a

0
J1

�
!� sin�

c

�
K1

�
!�

c��

�
�d�

¼ �3c2� sin�

!2ð1� �2cos2�Þ ½1� Tð�;!a; �Þ� (7)

with the correction term

FIG. 1. (Color) Diffraction geometry for a finite TR source
(metallic screen with radius a) and an observation screen placed
at a distance D � a.
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Tð�;!a; �Þ ¼ !a

c��
J0

�
!a sin�

c

�
K1

�
!a

c��

�

þ !a

c�2�2 sin�
J1

�
!a sin�

c

�
K0

�
!a

c��

�
: (8)

The correction term depends on the Lorentz factor �, the
product of angular frequency and screen radius!a, and the
observation angle �. The Fourier-transformed electric field
on the observation screen becomes

~Exð�;!Þ ¼ e

ð2�Þ3=2"0c
eikR

R

� sin�

1��2cos2�
½1�Tð�;!a;�Þ�:

(9)

2. Generalized Ginzburg-Frank formula

For a conventional plane electromagnetic wave, the
radiated spectral energy density is calculated from the
Fourier components of the field in the following way:

dU

d!
¼ 2

�0c
j ~Eð!Þj2 ¼ 2"0cj ~Eð!Þj2: (10)

In transition radiation, the field depends not only on fre-
quency but also on the observation angle �. Putting (9) into
Eq. (10) and keeping in mind that the area element dS at
the observation point P is dS ¼ R2d�, we obtain for the
spectral energy as a function of the angle �

d2Udisk

d!d�
¼ d2UGF

d!d�
½1� Tð�;!a; �Þ�2: (11)

Equation (11) is the generalization of the GF formula for a
TR source having the shape of a disk of radius a. A similar
expression has been reported in Ref. [31]. Note that the
generalized GF formula is only valid in the far-field regime
because in the derivation we have used first-order Taylor
expansion of the distance R0. Furthermore the metallic
screen must have perfect reflectivity at the frequencies
under consideration.

In the case of a large TR source, we recover the GF
equation (2) since the correction term (8) tends to zero for
a ! 1.

Formula (11) reveals a frequency dependence of the
radiated energy. As stated above, the correction term
Tð�;!a; �Þ depends on the product!a / a=�. This means
that the angular distribution remains invariant if the disk
radius a and the wavelength � of the TR are scaled by the
same factor. A simplification of (11) is possible when the
argument y ¼ !a=ðc��Þ of the modified Bessel functions
is small. Using

lim
y!0

yK0ðyÞ ¼ 0; lim
y!0

yK1ðyÞ ¼ 1;

we obtain the useful approximation

d2Udisk

d!d�
� d2UGF

d!d�

�
1� J0

�
!a sin�

c

��
2
: (12)

D. Validity range of the Ginzburg-Frank formula

1. Near-field diffraction

In order to cover the near-field case, we use the second-
order expansion (5) of the distance R0 between an arbitrary
source point Q ¼ ð�;�; 0Þ and the observation point P ¼
ðx; 0; DÞ. Note that x=R ¼ sin� is usually also much
smaller than 1. The angular dependence of the intensity
is in second order

d2Uð2Þ

d!d�
¼ C

��������
Z a

0
J1ðk� sin�ÞK1

�
k�

��

�
exp

�
ik�2

2R

�
�d�

��������
2

(13)

with the coefficient C ¼ e2!4=ð4�3"0c
5�4�2Þ. The inte-

gral (13) is evaluated numerically. It is instructive to com-
pare this to the first-order angular distribution derived in
the previous section:

d2Uð1Þ

d!d�
¼ C

��������
Z a

0
J1ðk� sin�ÞK1

�
k�

��

�
�d�

��������
2

: (14)

Note the similarity between the two integrals: in order to
account for near-field diffraction it is sufficient to include
the additional phase factor exp½ik�2=ð2RÞ�. This fact will
be used in the numerical computation of diffraction pat-
terns by fast Fourier transformation. Formula (13) has been
very useful for us in designing the basic optical layout of
the CTR beamline.

2. Effective source radius and far-field condition

The GF angular distribution is valid if the disk radius a is
large and the observation screen sufficiently far away. The
question is, how large the radius has to be. Following [31]
we define an effective source radius by

reff ¼ ��: (15)

The first condition for obtaining the GF angular distribu-
tion is that the TR screen radius a has to exceed the
effective source radius

a � reff ¼ ��: (16)

When this condition is fulfilled, the term Tð�;!a; �Þ in the
generalized GF formula (11) is much smaller than 1. If,
however, the screen radius a is small compared to the
effective source radius, the correction term Tð�;!a; �Þ
becomes significant, see Fig. 2.
The condition for far-field diffraction can be written as

[31]

D> �reff ¼ �2�: (17)

This follows from the Fresnel zone construction in
light optics. The radius of the nth Fresnel zone is given
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by rn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n�D

p
. The far field is safely reached when only

the first Fresnel zone contributes, i.e., when

r21 > r2eff ) D> �2�:

First we study the source-radius condition in the far field
for � ¼ 0:3 mm, � ¼ 100, and reff ¼ �� ¼ 30 mm. The
far-field condition (17) requires then D> 3 m, we choose
D ¼ 4 m. For a source radius a � reff both the first-order
and the second-order formulas (14) and (13) are found to
be in perfect agreement with the GF formula. However, for

a very small source radius, e.g. a ¼ 0:1 � reff , the angular
distribution becomes much wider than predicted by GF, as
can be seen in the left part of Fig. 3. It is interesting to note
that in the far-field regime the first-order equation (14) and
the second-order equation (13) yield the same result but
both differ considerably from the GF distribution if condi-
tion (16) is violated.
Next we choose a screen radius equal to the effective

source radius, but consider the extreme near-field case with
D ¼ 0:2 m. In the right part of Fig. 3 the first-order and
second-order angular distributions are compared to the GF
angular distribution. The first-order equation (14) is in
perfect agreement with the GF formula but the correct
second-order formula (13) yields a significantly wider
distribution. This is clear evidence for a near-field effect.
An important result of our investigations is that there is no
need to go to even higher orders in the Taylor expansion of
R0. The results obtained with the second-order formula (13)
are, for all cases considered, in good agreement with a two-
dimensional numerical computation based on the exact
square-root expression (5) for the distance R0.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CTR BEAMLINE

A. Design criteria

The CTR beamline at FLASH is installed in the straight
section between linac and undulator. Its purpose is to
transport transition or diffraction radiation with high effi-
ciency over a distance of 18.7 m to an experimental labo-
ratory outside the tunnel. To obtain a very large bandwidth
from a few 100 GHz up to optical frequencies, a diamond
window is used to couple the radiation from the ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) chamber of the electron linac into the CTR
beamline, diamond being the only material with high trans-

FIG. 3. (Color) Left: Far-field TR from a circular disk for � ¼ 0:3 mm, � ¼ 100, reff ¼ 30 mm, D ¼ 4 m. The far-field condition
(17) is satisfied: D> �reff ¼ 3 m. The TR source radius is a ¼ 0:1 � reff , so the source-size condition (16) is strongly violated. Black
curve: GF formula; blue curve: first-order computation using Eq. (14); red circles: second-order computation using Eq. (13). The
distributions are individually normalized to a maximum value of 1. Right: Near-field TR from a circular disk for � ¼ 0:3 mm, � ¼
100, a ¼ reff ¼ 30 mm, D ¼ 0:2 m. The effective source-size condition (16) is fulfilled but the far-field condition (17) is badly
violated. Black curve: GF formula; blue circles: first-order computation using Eq. (14); red curve: second-order calculation using
Eq. (13); red squares: numerical calculation using the exact square-root expression for R0.

FIG. 2. (Color) The correction term Tð�;!a; �Þ in the general-
ized GF formula (11) is plotted as a function of �. Parameters:
frequency f ¼ 10 THz, TR screen radius a ¼ 10 mm. Solid red
curve: � ¼ 300, hence a=reff ¼ 1:1. The effective source-size
condition (16) is fulfilled. Plotted here is Tð�;!a; �Þ multiplied
with a factor of 10, so the correction term is below 1% for � �
1=�. Dashed blue curve: � ¼ 1000, a=reff ¼ 0:33. Now the
effective source-size condition (16) is violated and Tð�;!a; �Þ
reaches 50% at � ¼ 0.
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mission in this entire frequency range. The beamline is
evacuated to better than 0.1 mbar to suppress the water
vapor absorption lines which would strongly distort the
frequency spectrum in a transfer channel filled with air of
normal humidity. The focusing of the THz beam is done
with concave mirrors because lenses made from any ma-
terial other than diamond would absorb most THz radiation
above 4 THz. In the design of the beamline optics, special
attention must be paid to the low-frequency range because
here the beam suffers appreciable widening by diffraction.
A major constraint in this respect is a 9 m long tube of
200 mm diameter through which the radiation has to be
guided to cross the shielding wall of the accelerator. No
focusing mirrors can be used inside this tube.

B. Vacuum window at the linac beam pipe

Conventional window materials for THz applications
are low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and single-crystal
quartz, but by far the best choice is chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD) diamond [38]. In Fig. 4 the transmission
coefficients of the three window materials are plotted as
a function of wavelength. The intensity transmission coef-
ficient Tð�Þ has been calculated as a function of wave-
length from measured data on the refractive index nð�Þ and
the extinction coefficient 	ð�Þ, reported for diamond in
Ref. [38] and for crystalline quartz and low-density poly-
ethylene in Ref. [39].

C. Absorption of THz radiation in humid air

Air with normal humidity has a high absorption for THz
radiation [40] as can be seen from Fig. 5. To obtain a
wavelength-independent transfer efficiency, the beamline
needs to be evacuated to a pressure of less than 0.1 mbar.

10 100 1000
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

tr
an

sm
is

si
on

λ  (µm)

diamond

quartz

LPDE

FIG. 4. (Color) Intensity transmission coefficient as a function
of wavelength for a 0.5 mm thick window made from CVD
diamond, low-density polyethylene LDPE or single-crystal
quartz. The transmission coefficient of the diamond window is
71% because of reflection losses, except in the region between 2
and 7 �m where absorption occurs due to the excitation of
lattice vibrations.

FIG. 5. (Color) Transmission through 20 m of air with 50%
relative humidity as a function of wavelength. The pressure is
1 bar (blue), respectively 1 mbar (red).

FIG. 6. (Color) Top graph: Transport of a Gaussian beam with
frequency f ¼ 200 GHz (red squares), respectively f ¼
600 GHz (blue squares), through a beamline of length D ¼
18:7 m. The focusing is provided by two lenses of focal length
f1 ¼ f2 ¼ D=4, which are placed at the positions z1 ¼ D=4 and
z2 ¼ 3D=4. The initial waist radius is w0 ¼ 9 mm. The enve-
lope of the beam is sketched. The radius of the beam pipe of
100 mm is indicated by the dash-dotted line. Bottom graph:
Transport of a 200 GHz Gaussian beam through a five-lens
arrangement according to Fig. 7.
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D. Optical layout of the beamline

The transport of a Gaussian laser beam over a distanceD
is conveniently done with two lenses of focal length f1 ¼
f2 ¼ D=4, which are placed at the positions z1 ¼ D=4 and
z2 ¼ 3D=4. The transfer matrix of this system is the nega-
tive unit matrix, so a beam waist at the laser output is
imaged to a waist of the same size at the observation plane
z ¼ D. The boundary conditions at the FLASH linac re-
quire a deviation from this ideal optical setup because it is
not possible to install focusing mirrors in the 9 m long tube
inside the shielding wall. More importantly, in order to
cope with the strong diffractive beam widening at frequen-
cies below 1 THz, the first focusing element of the transfer
line has to be positioned much closer to the radiation
screen than z1 ¼ D=4 ¼ 4:7 m, because otherwise the
beam tube would strongly suppress the low-frequency
components. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the
envelope of a Gaussian beam is plotted schematically for
a frequency f ¼ 200 GHz and an initial beam waist radius
w0 ¼ 9 mm. One can see that the beam radius exceeds the
tube radius of 100 mm by more than a factor of 2. For this
reason more than two focusing elements are needed. A
beam line with five focusing elements reduces the maxi-
mum radius of the 200 GHz Gaussian beam to less than
100 mm. A schematic view of the beamline optics is shown
in Fig. 7.

E. Technical layout of the CTR beamline

The main components of the CTR source and beamline
are: a special UHV chamber in the linac containing four
movable transition and diffraction radiation screens, a
diamond exit window, an evacuated transfer channel
equipped with five focusing mirrors F1 to F5 and four
plane mirrors P1 to P4. The arrangement of the mirrors is
shown in Fig. 8. The final component is a large vacuum
vessel for carrying out interferometric, spectroscopic, or
electro-optic experiments utilizing the full THz spectrum.
For experiments to be carried out in air, the radiation can be
coupled out of the beamline through a window (quartz,
NaCl, LDPE), however at the price of a restricted fre-
quency range.

A MATHEMATICA code THzTransport has been devel-
oped in order to compute the generation of transition
radiation from a screen of arbitrary size and shape and to

transport the radiation through the beamline. For the propa-
gation of electromagnetic radiation from one optical ele-
ment of the beamline to the next element, the code employs
the Fourier transform method based on the physical optics
approach (see Refs. [37,41,42]). The same method is ap-
plied in the commercially available code ZEMAX [43] and
in the code SRW developed at the ESRF [44].
The optical performance of the beamline for transition

radiation at 200 GHz is demonstrated in Fig. 8. Here the
45	 inclination angle of the TR screen with respect to the
electron beam has been taken into account as well as the
multiple reflections in the wedge-shaped diamond window
(see below). The code THzTransport was used to compute
the two-dimensional intensity distributions at the window
and the five focusing elements. From this figure it is
obvious that the focusing mirror F3 with a diameter of
190 mm constitutes the tightest aperture limitation at low
frequency. A sizable fraction of the 200 GHz beam is not
accepted by this aperture.
The beam line was installed in August 2005 and is

presently being used for bunch diagnostics with coherent
transition radiation spectroscopy.

1. Diamond window

Since the price of CVD diamond windows increases
very rapidly with size, it was decided to use a small
window with a radius rw ¼ 10 mm and place it at the
closest technically feasible distance to the TR screen.
This minimum distance is 40 mm. The refractive index
of CVD diamond is n0 ¼ 2:38 for wavelengths above
10 �m [38]. We first consider a diamond slab of thickness
d0 with plane-parallel faces. At the front, respectively rear,
surface of the diamond slab, an incident THz wave is partly
transmitted and partly reflected. The transmitted THz en-
ergy, summed over the multiple reflections at the front and
rear surface of the window and normalized to the incident
energy, is found to be [37]

Utrans

U0

¼ 8n20
n40 þ 6n20 þ 1� ðn20 � 1Þ2 cosð2n0kd0Þ

: (18)

This energy transmission ratio is depicted in Fig. 9 as a
function of frequency. It exhibits strong oscillations be-
tween 50% and 100%, which can be suppressed by using a
window of nonuniform thickness. It is technically feasible

diamond window
d=20 mm

F1
f=620 mm

F2
f=4500 mm

F3
f=3500 mm

F5
f=200 mm

F4
f=3000 mm

detector

CTR screen d=25 mm

40 mm 560 mm 3410 mm 8990 mm 3100 mm 2400 mm 200 mm

FIG. 7. Schematic optical design of the THz transfer line. The focusing elements F1 to F5 are shown as lenses with their respective
positions and focal lengths.
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to grind a CVD diamond window with a wedge angle

w ¼ 1	. The computed energy transmission ratio for
such a window is also shown Fig. 9. The average energy
transmission ratio is 0.71. Beyond 1 THz the transmission
becomes almost independent of frequency.
The window of the CTR beamline has been produced

with this wedge angle of 1	. The window acts as a prism
with a deflection angle of ðn0 � 1Þ
w.
Note that in case of linearly polarized radiation the

reflections at the surface can be eliminated if the window
is tilted by the Brewster angle. This is unfortunately im-
possible for the radially polarized transition radiation.

2. Screens for the generation of transition and diffraction
radiation

The size of the TR screen is constrained by the small
aperture of the diamond window. The window has a radius
of rw ¼ 10 mm and is placed at a distance of 40 mm from
the electron beam. For � ¼ 1000 and a frequency of
200 GHz, we have calculated the TR intensity at the
window for a circular TR screen with a radius a varying

FIG. 9. (Color) Ratio of transmitted to incident energy as a
function of frequency. The blue curve applies for a plane-parallel
CVD diamond window with a thickness of d0 ¼ 0:5 mm, while
the red curve refers to a wedge-shaped window with a wedge
angle 
w ¼ 1	. The average energy transmission ratio is 0.71 in
both cases (dashed black line). Note that the 29% energy
reduction is entirely due to reflection losses at the front and
rear surface.

FIG. 8. (Color) Top: Layout of the CTR beamline with transition radiation screen S, five focusing mirrors F1 to F5, four plane mirrors
P1 to P4, and detector D. The sketch is somewhat simplified. In reality, the optical path between the mirrors F1 and P2 and between F4
and F5 is perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. Thereby the polarization of the radiation is rotated by 90	. Middle and bottom row:
The two-dimensional intensity distributions at the diamond window and the five focusing mirrors F1 to F5. The circles indicate the free
aperture of each optical element. The diameters d are listed on top of the pictures. The deviations from cylindrical symmetry are
mainly caused by the rectangular shape and 45	 tilt angle of the TR screen, and by the wedge-shaped diamond window. The wedge
direction is oriented at 45	 with respect to the horizontal axis. The generation and propagation of transition radiation with a frequency
f ¼ 200 GHz has been modeled using the program THzTransport. The Lorentz factor of the electrons is � ¼ 1000.
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between 5 and 20 mm. For simplicity, the calculations have
been done for backward transition radiation. The results
are presented in Fig. 10. From this figure, the best choice
for the TR screen radius appears to be a ¼ 12:5 mm. In
reality the screen has an inclination angle of 45	 with
respect to the electron beam direction, so ideally it should
have an elliptical shape with a short half axis of 12.5 mm
and a long half axis of 17 mm to appear as a circle to the
incident beam. For technical reasons the TR screens have
been fabricated with a rectangular shape.

Four different screens are installed to produce coherent
radiation for beam diagnostics: (i) a full screen for tran-
sition radiation with a size of 36� 25 mm2 that appears to
the incident electron beam as a square of 25 mm side
length; (ii) an off-axis TR screen with a size of 16�
25 mm2 which is positioned outside the electron beam;
(iii) a diffraction radiation screen with a central hole of
2 mm radius to permit beam diagnostics with a long train of
electron bunches during FEL operation; and (iv) a slit-type
diffraction radiator with 4 mm slit width.

The screens are made from 380 �m thick polished
silicon wafers and coated with a 150 nm aluminum layer.
The off-axis TR screen serves as a transition radiator by
steering selected electron bunches onto this screen using a
kicker magnet. This screen is particularly valuable as it
permits high-resolution diagnostics on a single bunch out
of a long train without impeding the FEL gain process for
the unkicked bunches.

3. Suppression of waveguide modes in the pipe

The vacuum tube of the CTR beamline is made from
stainless steel. The diameter was chosen as large as pos-
sible taking into account the boundary conditions at the
accelerator. The most critical part is the 9 m long section
inside the shielding wall of the linac where the diameter of
the pipe is restricted to 200 mm. At the end of this section
the outer rim of a low-frequency THz beam (f �
300 GHz) hits the beam tube. An important design goal
was to prevent reflections at the metallic wall because these

could easily destroy the narrow time profile of the THz
pulse. The first idea was to cover the tube wall with a
microwave-absorbing material; however, it turned out im-
possible to find a material with a high absorption at glanc-
ing incidence angles and in a broad frequency band from
200 GHz to 100 THz, which moreover was suitable for
vacuum.
An elegant alternative solution was found: using a stain-

less steel bellows instead of a tube with a smooth wall, all
electromagnetic waves with a wavelength significantly
shorter than the corrugation length undergo chaotic scat-
tering at the wall of the bellows and are thereby prohibited
from propagating in a waveguide mode. This idea was
experimentally verified with infrared light from a laser
diode and with thermal radiation from a heated source.

4. Mirrors

All mirrors in the CTR beamline deflect the beam by
90	. They have an elliptical outer contour to appear as
circular apertures when viewed along the beam direction.
The focusing mirrors F1 to F4 are toroids with a ratio of
radii of 1:2. The focal lengths and the dimensions are listed
in Table I. These mirrors were manufactured by the com-
pany LT Ultra-Precision Technology from massive steel,
respectively aluminum-alloy, plates with precision dia-
mond tooling. The specified surface roughness is Ra �
10 nm, the average deviation from the ideal surface con-
tour is � 0:5 �m in the center region of the mirrors and
� 5 �m near the rim. Mirror F5 is an off-axis paraboloid
and was manufactured by Kugler Precision. All mirrors are
hard plated with gold and feature a very high reflectivity in
the THz and infrared regime. The specified values at
10:6 �m and 45	 incidence angle are 99.4% for S polar-
ization and 98.5% for P polarization. The micromovers of
the mirrors F1, F2, F3, F4, and P3 are equipped with
stepping motors to facilitate remotely controlled optical
alignment of the beamline in the evacuated state. The
alignment of the mirrors has been performed using a red
laser and optical transition radiation.

F. Energy transmission of the CTR beamline

An important aim in designing the CTR beamline was to
obtain a large transmission efficiency for electromagnetic
radiation over a wide frequency range. We consider first
the aperture limitations given by the diamond window and
the first focusing mirror F1, and compute then the spectral
energy which is to be expected at the end of the beamline.

TABLE I. Focal lengths and diameters (as seen by the incident
beam) of the focusing mirrors in the CTR beamline.

Mirror F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Focal length [mm] 620 4500 3500 3000 200

Diameter [mm] 140 190 190 140 94

FIG. 10. (Color) Horizontal intensity distribution of 200 GHz
transition radiation on the diamond window. The TR screen
radius a is varied between 5 and 20 mm.
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1. Geometric acceptance of diamond window
and mirror F1

The diamond window constitutes the first aperture of the
CTR beamline. The question is whether the small size of
this window determines the angular acceptance of the
beamline. In order to investigate this question semianalyti-
cally, we consider first the simplified case of backward TR.
The influence of the 45	 inclination angle of the TR screen
and its rectangular shape are studied in the next section.
The acceptance angle of the window is �w ¼
arctanðrw=DwÞ ¼ 14	, where rw ¼ 10 mm is the radius
of the window and Dw ¼ 40 mm its distance from the
radiation screen. The window aperture is in the near-field
region; hence, we use the second-order formula (13) and
integrate it numerically over the acceptance angle of the
window. The fraction of TR energy within this solid angle
is

�w ¼
�Z �w

0

d2Uð2Þ

d!d�
sin�d�

��Z �=2

0

d2Uð2Þ

d!d�
sin�d�

��1
:

(19)

The same procedure is applied for the first plane mirror P1
(radius 27 mm, distance 240 mm from the TR screen) and
the first focusing mirror F1 (radius 70 mm, distance
600 mm). The geometric acceptances are shown in
Fig. 11 as functions of frequency. From this figure it is
obvious that the mirror F1 has a smaller geometric accep-
tance than the diamond window. The size of the plane
mirror P1 was intentionally chosen to match the accep-
tance of F1. The conclusion is that an enlargement of the

window would not improve the overall acceptance of the
CTR beamline. The remaining mirrors in the beamline are
matched in size to F1 and cause no further losses for
frequencies above 1 THz. At lower frequencies, however,
the beam widens considerably by diffraction when passing
through the beamline, and then the limitation is given by
the mirror F3 which is located behind the 9 m long tube
crossing the shielding wall of the accelerator (compare
Figs. 7 and 8).
It is interesting to note that the aperture limitation

caused by the mirror F1 is even effective at optical fre-
quencies where the wavelengths are many orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the mirror dimensions. The reason is
the wide tail in the angular distribution of transition radia-
tion. In that respect optical transition radiation is very
different from laser light.

2. Transmission of beamline as a function of frequency

The code THzTransport has been used to compute the
propagation of TR through the actual beamline. In Fig. 12
we show the computed ratio Ufin=UP1 as a function of
frequency, where Ufin is the spectral energy density at the
final focus of the beamline and UP1 the spectral energy
density at the first mirror P1 behind the diamond window.
This ratio is small at frequencies below 300 GHz, owing to
diffraction losses in the beamline, but rises steeply to a
plateau of about 90%.

3. Estimation of CTR spectral energy

The longitudinally compressed electron bunches in
FLASH are characterized by a short leading spike contain-
ing 10%–20% of the bunch charge and a long tail. In our
model calculation, we approximate the leading spike by a
Gaussian width �t ¼ 15 fs and a charge of 0.1 nC (number

FIG. 12. (Color) The ratio Ufin=UP1 as a function of frequency.
Here Ufin is the spectral energy density at the final focus of the
beamline and UP1 the spectral energy density at the first mirror
P1 behind the diamond window.

FIG. 11. (Color) Frequency-dependent acceptance of the dia-
mond window (red curve and circles), respectively the mirrors
P1 (blue squares) and F1 (blue curve), for transition radiation
from a circular screen of radius a ¼ 12:5 mm. The plateau
values of about 70% for the window and 60% for the mirrors
P1, respectively F1, are reached at frequencies above 5 THz. It is
obvious that the mirrors constitute a tighter acceptance limitation
than the diamond window.
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of electrons Ne ¼ 0:62� 109). The tail is disregarded
here. The longitudinal form factor is

Flongð!Þ ¼ expð��2
t !

2=2Þ: (20)

The finite beam radius is taken into consideration as-
suming a simple transverse charge distribution, namely, a
cylindrical electron bunch of radius rb with homogeneous
charge density. The Fourier-transformed radial electric
field is

~E rð�;!Þ ¼ C1ð!Þ
�
K1ð!rb

c��ÞI1ð!�
c��Þ for � < rb

I1ð!rb
c��ÞK1ð!�

c��Þ for � > rb
(21)

with the coefficient function

C1ð!Þ ¼ �2eNeFlongð!Þ
ð2�Þ3=2c�"0rb

:

The presence of the cylindrical electron beam pipe requires
to add a second term of the form

C2I1

�
!�

c��

�

with a coefficient C2 that depends on the frequency !, the
bunch radius rb, the pipe radius rp, and the resistivity of the

pipe, for details see e.g. [45]. For our rather large pipe
radius of rp ¼ 30 mm this term is insignificant in com-

parison with the correction term (8) introduced by the finite
TR screen radius, so we neglect it here. Following the
procedure outlined in Sec. II, the CTR spectral density is
found to be [37]

d2Ubunch

d!d�
¼ d2UGF

d!d�
� N2

e jFlongð!Þj2

�
�
2J1ðxÞ

x
� 2I1ðyÞ

y
Tð�;!a; �Þ

�
2

with x ¼ !rb sin�

c
; y ¼ !rb

c��
:

(22)

This formula is valid in the far field.
We note that in the limit of a very thin and very short

bunch (rb ! 0 and Flongð!Þ ! 1), the expression (22)

reduces to the generalized GF equation (11), applied to a
bunch of Ne electrons, since 2J1ðxÞ � x and 2I1ðyÞ � y for
small arguments. An important observation is that the
bunch radius enters in the form rb sin� 
 rb. Therefore,
the radial dimension of the bunch will have a rather weak
influence on the CTR frequency spectrum and is in fact of
minor importance for the finely collimated beam at
FLASH (rb � 100 �m).

In order to estimate the CTR spectral energy that can be
expected at FLASH, we consider the leading spike of the
compressed electron bunch and use the Fourier-transform
method in the near-field approximation to propagate the
CTR pulse stepwise through the actual beamline. The
computed spectrum of the CTR pulse having passed the
entire beamline is shown in Fig. 13. The spectral energy at

the focus of the beamline is very small at low frequency
(f < 300 GHz), for two reasons: the effective source-size
condition is violated, leading to a widening of the TR
angular distribution, and diffraction losses in the beamline
are significant. The spectral energy rises steeply to a value
of more than 2 �J=THz in the range 0.7–4 THz. Above
5 THz a drop is observed which is mainly caused by the
longitudinal form factor of the bunch while the transverse
beam dimension has only a minor impact [37].
Figure 13 demonstrates convincingly that coherent tran-

sition radiation in combination with the CTR beamline at
FLASH can indeed be utilized as a THz source of high
pulse energy (> 10 �J) and very large bandwidth (0.2–
20 THz). If the bunch possesses substructures with time
scales below 15 fs, the CTR spectrum will even extend
beyond 20 THz. There is experimental evidence for this,
see Sec. IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate the performance of the CTR source and
beamline we give here a very brief description of some of
the beam diagnostic experiments carried out at the beam-
line. The experiments are still ongoing.
Since the CTR spectrum was expected to cover more

than two decades in wavelength, a broadband infrared
spectrometer was developed which is mounted in a vacuum
vessel attached to the CTR beamline. The radiation is
dispersed by a sequence of reflecting blazed gratings and
recorded by line arrays of pyroelectric detectors with fast
readout. Using this spectrometer the coherent radiation
spectrum of the compressed electron bunches used for
FEL light production was determined in the wavelength

FIG. 13. (Color) Computed spectral CTR pulse energy density
in �J=THz from a 0.1 nC bunch of 15 fs rms length at the final
focus of the beamline, plotted as a function of frequency. The
Lorentz factor is � ¼ 1000. The structure in the curve is caused
by diffraction effects at the diamond window. The influence of
the finite electron beam radius is included.
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range from 3 to 300 �m (frequency range 1–100 THz)
[46].

In recent measurements with a pyroelectric detector
array which was calibrated at the infrared free-electron
laser FELIX in the Netherlands, surprisingly large CTR
intensities in the near-infrared regime have been observed
[47]. Preliminary data ranging from 3 to 65 �m are shown
in Fig. 14. There is an overall normalization uncertainty of
about 30% due to calibration uncertainties of the infrared

power meters available at FELIX, but the relative calibra-
tion of the different spectrometers channels is accurate to
better than 10%. The total CTR pulse energy in the wave-
length range 3 to 65 �m (frequency range 5 to 100 THz) is
in the order of 10 �J.
The rather large radiation energy in the near infrared is

clear experimental evidence for the microbunching effects
that have been predicted to happen in magnetic bunch
compressor chicanes (see, e.g., Refs. [48–50], and the
literature quoted therein). These highly interesting mea-
surements are being continued and will be reported
elsewhere.
The CTR beamline preserves the narrow pulse shape of

CTR pulses that are emitted by ultrashort electron bunches.
This property was demonstrated using an electro-optic
(EO) detector in the focal plane of the beamline [51]. A
recent single-shot measurement made with a new EO setup
is presented in Fig. 15. An impressive EO signal is ob-
served. The CTR beamline is well suited to characterize
new electro-optic materials as it offers high THz intensity
over a wide frequency range from 200 GHz up to about
100 THz.

V. SUMMARY

We have designed and implemented a transition radia-
tion source and a beamline transporting the radiation to a
laboratory outside the accelerator tunnel of FLASH. The
design was based on detailed theoretical studies on the
generation and propagation of transition radiation. A
MATHEMATICA code THzTransport was developed to gen-

erate transition radiation on screens of arbitrary size and
shape and to propagate the radiation from one optical
element of the beamline to the next element by fast
Fourier transformation. A specific design goal of the
CTR beamline was to achieve high transmission from
about 200 GHz up to optical frequencies and to preserve
narrow pulse shapes. Recent experimental results on the
spectroscopy of coherent transition radiation and the
electro-optic detection of ultrashort THz pulses demon-
strate that the CTR source and beamline perform according
to expectations. Pulse energies of more than 10 �J have
been observed in a frequency band from 200 GHz to about
100 THz.
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